
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD : MUZAFFARPUR

Website : www.rrbmuzaffarpur.gov.in                                                                                                                                                                                     Phone Number : 0621-2221167

CEN 01/2019 – NON-TECHNICAL POPULAR CATEGORIES

List of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification (Pay Level-2)

1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Document Verification (DV) for the post notified in Pay Level – 2, based on their 

score in 2nd stage CBT and the priority for various posts furnished by them in the online application.  The candidates called for DV to Pay level-6,  level-5 & Level-3 but could not be 

empanelled, due to reasons like being absent, lower medical fitness etc., are also considered for posts in Level 2 based on their merit and according to  their Medical fitness, as per Sl.no 6 

of Notice on document verification  process dated 14.09.2022.

2.0: The Document Verification (DV) will commenced shortly and the schedule for Document Verification will be published separately in this website.  The candidates scheduled for DV 

will get an email and SMS to download their e-call letter from RRB Website.

3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of DV, they have to undergo Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of 

RRB/Muzaffarpur. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates 

have to come prepared for DV and medical examination.

4.0: The provisionally shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with two set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.

5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any 

inconsistency / deficiency in the data furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the 

recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.

6.0: Additional DV will be conducted to fill up the shortfall, if any, as and when necessary.

7.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or Typographical or 

printing mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.

8.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the 

RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of the candidates.

251191170008736 251191250019305 251191260020295 251191260037900 251191260070031

251192120026043 251192170050676 251192170055217 251192190061762 251192190063717

251192250021870 251192260040089 251192260066082 251193170009230 251193190001902

251193190007026 251193190008956 251194170052582 251194190014034 251194190019933

251194190023994 251194190056609 251194190057095 251194190057639 251194190058208

251194190064035 251194190065552 251194220028561 251194230040399 251194250043736

251194250049233 251194260033190 251194260062190 251194260065555 251194260070948

251194270014850 251195170000212 251195170000315 251195190002493 251195250002306

251195260001926 251195260003132 251195260003834 251195260004552 251195260006523

251195260009333 ******** ******* ***** *******
--------End of List--------

Total Number of candidates shortlisted for DV: 46

Date : 16 March 2023                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Chairman/RRB/Muzaffarpur

Level-2 Posts

8.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the 

RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of the candidates.

9.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.

10.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in the order of merit.


